IMAGECO - supplied artwork guidelines
To ensure smooth throughput of your graphics, Imageco have assembled a few
guidelines for artwork preparation. If you would like to discuss a project prior to
starting artwork, we suggest a quick call to a member of our Studio or Production
Team on 0113 2700 911.
supplying files - artwork can be supplied using the following methods:
disk - cd, dvd, usb stick
email - attach files and send them to studio@imagecoltd.com
(recommended maximum file size of attachment - 6mb)

upload - www.imagecoltd.com/upload
(for multiple files, place files in a folder and zip folder before attaching)

preferred artwork format - our preferred format is “print ready” high resolution
pdf, although Imageco can accept artwork in the following formats:
adobe indesign, illustrator (ai, eps) & photoshop (jpg, eps, tiff)
“print ready” artwork supply - Quick overview
• All artwork files supplied must be based in the CMYK colour mode.
• if spot colours are required for accurate colour then leave as pantones.
• Images should generally have a resolution of 300 dpi - see page 2 for further info.
• all artwork supplied to us must have minimum 10mm bleed or more if project requires.
• fonts must be supplied with artwork or at least converted to outlines/curves.
• Files for cad-cut vinyl graphics should be vector based with a path for cutting.
• any spot whites or cutter guides to be on seperate artwork layers or seperate files.
• any image transparencies or effects must be flattened - see page 3 for further info.
If print ready pdf’s cannot be supplied, then please include all support files such as
fonts, linked images and cutter guides.
please note - studio time maybe charged if files need any amendments to meet print
requirements.
accurate colour matching - supplying a proof or sample will assist with colour
matching process.
If you wish to check the colour and content of your job before production, a hard
copy proof is available for an additional fee. this is strongly recommended if the
colour is critical.
We are able to produce a proof from the same print device that the final job will be
run on. This will be accurate for both colour and content.
artwork/design service - any orders received whereby artwork cannot be supplied,
then imageco are happy to discuss your requirements and provide an artwork
quotation at your request.

image resolution & file size - when creating or supplying photoshop generated
imagery for a project, please see the general guidelines below in relation to image
resolution size / print size.

“is this image big enough?” - Unlike small format, large format print is a little more
forgiving given the viewing distances (ie. not up close and personal).
Because no one looks at large format print from one inch away, you can get away
with even smaller pixel dimensions in your file. It’s true that it won’t look perfect up
close, but it can look surprisingly good from a comfortable viewing distance, even if
your file isn’t quite large enough.
eg. if you step up really close to a billboard, Chances are it will look blurry up close,
but walking or Driving past it at a normal distance it will look fine.

highest quality, close viewing work - 1200 dpi @ 25% (300 dpi @ final size).
general display work - 300 dpi @ 25% (75 dpi @ final size).
banner & billboard work - 200 dpi @ 25% (50 dpi @ final size).

printed size
a3
a2
a1
a0
1000 x 1500
1500 x 3000
3000 x 6000
5000 x 10000

close viewing - 300 dpi
3508 x 4961px- 49mb
4961 x 7015px - 99mb
7015 x 9922px - 190mb
9922 x 14047px - 390mb
-

general display - 75 dpi
877 x 1240px - 3mb
1240 x 1754px - 6mb
1754 x 2480px - 12mb
2480 x 3512px - 24mb
2953 x 4429px - 35mb
4429 x 8858px - 112mb
8858 x 17717px - 440mb
14764 x 29528px - 1.5gb

banner & Billboard - 50 dpi
1969 x 2953px - 16mb
2953 x 5906px - 49mb
5906 x 11811px - 199mb
9843 x 19685px - 730mb

the above file sizes and dimensions are to be used as an approximate guide.
if you are unsure and you would like to discuss your project further, then a member
of our Studio or Production Team will gladly help and advise.

Transparency in files - Although transparencies look great on screen and create a
lot of unique effects, they can sometimes cause trouble on prints. Luckily, any
transparency issue can be resolved before saving your file.
Transparency refers to images or text that are transparent or “show througH”.
Examples of Transparencies may include:
• transparency or partial opacity
• lightening parts of image so text on top remains readable
• making objects fade into another object
• blend to create a tint of a certain coloUr
• drop shadows
• glows
• feathering an image
• placing, copying or importing files which contain transparent objects.
On screen, the transparency effect will look correct like this:

If you don't flatten the transparency or convert your spot coloUr to CMYK, some
text or graphics can drop out from your artwork like this and leave a white box:

To avoid transparency issues - avoid using shadows, glows, or transparent effects
on top of a spot coloUr. if practicable, try converting your spot colour to CMYK and
flatten before sending.

flattening Transparency in files - quick overview
• select transparent items with selection tool or Press Cmd+A (on a mac)
• click Object > Flatten Transparency

• In the Flatten Transparency box, Check “Convert All text to Outlines”
• check “Convert All Strokes to Outlines”
• Uncheck “Preserve Alpha Transparency” and “Preserve Overprints and SPOT ColoUr”

